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7
.Db~ec-. use C-group~unitarv:

1711

1..Cr~ssword1 puzzles dni-ary: -7aximnz i'-ig
1.3lock 3ssembly,

1 723,, adi-assembl
inucat~sin~r~t

& discreticnar.
& addi'-i'e
& Jiscrett.onar':
& discretionarv'
s, con'unctive
i :on-unct: . e
h scr t-,-nar-',

unitarv: mdx~Jnizing i add~.ý '.e
unitar
D.p:
~i i n~z & iscretr>onar:un ta rv opt:.'niz:.ng
iin~i.

"?

p,:- I i~er-s -7lues,

'

ptimizing
maxim::izi2
optimizing
optimnizing
maxjrmizzing
maimiz--ig
) p ciz-.n 2

1.Cross-out zs
2Formun2 words
.anagr3im

i'-tudies

Shiflt:.

opti-i z,-ncr
gr'

1ii:l:i

~fs'nt.

:nz~~Se':
: If

v

,on
as -unalva-,Iunie :ýr unclear in rina.repcrtý.

STEINER'Sý TASK TYFS

KT'yTA'SKS

S oe I de rs -{C as,
1973(b)

1.Punch card maniPulation

divisible: assigned &specified

Hewvett, O'Brien,
& H-ornik, 19'74

1.Molecular model
construction

unitar'v: naxIm1zing &disjunctive

.A~ord construction unitary:

Kanekar and

o~timi

zing & diLscretionary

Neelakantan, 1976I
Aa.xnaBruusseau
a wess,
V 0

Lord , 197

'.Assemnbleeiectfl- U-zvLsib!.e: unassigned :'peI te
caw components

I.Crvptograms

unitary: optimizing -&dis junctiveI

2.Labor allocation

unitary: optimizing & di-ýrretionary

'lMoving matches
in a circle
4.Double classif:.-

unitary:

maximizing &conjunctive

unit-ary: optimizing &disjunctive

cation, 2 concepts
".. Jiate a value .:n -,3r:

2cr c eiona rv

Lpim iz inQ

*i

statement

o.Evaluace a ineme

unitar:- optimizing &di-scretionary

& recall unita rv: ma x -m izing & conjunctive
PFauIus &.Learning
of 20 -words
976
SŽchkad e,

'

ceta,

k

hn&AshtLon,

disjunIctive

±.rossword puzzles unitary:0oPtIMIZIng

1976

uciu-,T.a n, SztLockbN-a uer i.Anagrams
& MIcAulitfe, j9-*7
-a o
' Brien,
>7(a

unitary: mraxim zing & addit-ive

I.Proouct on (:deas~uiav
. Discuss;.on
un4.tarv:

F.robiem-solv-.ng
Kaban o ff

9k 1

O'Brien,

.ieurrn
1u~
e

s ,ea
CF-.'D r

pc:~n
:-pt:mizing & screr ionarv
unita3ry: ma x imiz ig & .tls~unctlvei~scret-ionarv.

i.Production of

uini tary: cptlmiz-ln2

i.-he E-xecutive
Game<

uni1taryv: ma xi1mi1z n

dxiunctive
2&
S

un1ta r,.:

us
Luncn-.e
;

rcr

cr

wax imiz inc

*&

task lavulIveb mfaximmizing owner's return on "init4;aI investment".
ind
s uticn in
task i-nvolves maximiz: ng rewards chrcugn

g:

.- 1a"

.

-ABLE_ IT T
TYPOLOCY OIF TASKS BY SL'UDrESC: FART !I
(other charaCLCriSr.lCS)

CHAINED"

MT=IPLE?. DECISION,

HOW'

STUDY

TASK(S)

Deutsch, 11949(b)

1.Human Relations
2.Puzzle problems

N
7?

N

consensus
not applicable

Scra-cter, et 2l,
195i

I.Production olf
checkerboards

N

N

not a:)plicaible

Pepinsky, Perinskv,
&Pavlik, 1960

1.Modei assembly/
disassemblv

Y

Y

not a.ýulicableL

Ha~miond & Go' oman ,
196i

I .Human rellac ions

NN

S'n a' w & Blum,

Dicssol/iý 5
success traits
-.Human re'-tic~ns
3.Ob~JeCL ,dent~ification

1966

Hiackmnan, 1968

KNcn,

& Mcýarth,

Stc)ne,

19!71

N
NN

N,

con!sensus
consensus

Y

N

consensus

1.Producaion (ideas)

N,

N

2ý.DiSLUS-SiOn

N

3.Problern-solving

N

N

consensus
consensus
consensus

1,Production (ideus)
2,Discussion
3. Problern-sol ving

N
N
N

N
N
N

consensus
consensus
consensus

1.word construction

N

N

consensus/debate

N
N
NN
N
NN
N
N

N
N

consensus
not applicable
co,,nsensus
not dpphicalbe
not app.Licable
not appllacabl
consensus

1 .Cross-ou: as
.rs.
.rmng

N

.1

i.urossword n)uzzles

V

F.-e d mar.a, K1ev a nskv I.Discussicn
Eh rIic: 1.9 71 2'.Cross-out #s
E
3.Forming words
4.Object use (indiv)
(S cLdyv I
Memor y
6.Cocen~acio
7 .Ob jec-. use (gSroup)

:_tudies

Sh 1 1e ttL

C)

Soede.sOas
p o eI

consen5 us

I'Boc.. aseb
I

v.YN

- a sernly.

N
N
N

o1cb
not
ceni

cn s en5u s
c
oc1a

13l

IF GROUP MADE
DEISOLHW

ýZT0Y

7-ASK

Spoelders-Claes,
1973(b)

!.Punch card manipulation

Y

If

not appliable

Hewett, O'Brien,
& Hornik, 197%

'.Molecular model
construction

Y

y

not applicable

kanekar and

!.W'ord construction

N

N

consensus

I.Assemble electrical components

Y

Y

not applica-ble

lCrvptograms
2ý.Lahor allocation
in mock job
2.,Moving matches in
a circle
-'4.Double classification , 2 coiicepts
3.EvaiuLate a value
statement
6.E'.'va1Iuate a theme
for discussion

N
N

N
N

consensus
consensus

N

N

not applicable

y

N

consensus

N

N

consensus/debate

N

14

consensus.'eat

1.Learning & recall
of 20 words

V

N

not applicable

!..Crossword puzzles

N

IN

consensus

N

N

consensus

I
N

N

consensus
consensus

N1

consensus

N

N

open forum

Hackman, Brousseau
& Weiss, 1976
10-16

etPaulus &
Schkade, 1076
Shaw & Ashton,
1976

6oidman, Stocikbauer 1 .Anagrams
& IcA'jliffe, 1977
Kabanoff & O'Brien,
1197 9i(a)

?-oDanOff &

-'ren,

1979(b)
Norris & Niebuhr,

1 .Product ion (ideas)'
2.Discussion
3.Problem-solving
.Produc::on of
novel ideas
!TeE

consensus/ide bate

cuieYN

Game,`

1980C
:scnberg,

MULTIPE

1976

Neelakantan,

TLord,

CHAINED"

19ý1

!."Search For

ntia
I
iý
_nvol ves max ;lmi z Ing owner Is re t urn on
best
through
rewaris
ta-sk involvcs rn~ii~

L3s

Y

y
i

consensus/deba-.e

invceýLrment
iouio
n "L71-ndingol1

1
TABLE 7V

iNDEPENDENT VARIABLES
STUDY

STUDIES

iNDEPENDENT VARIABLE(S)

Deutsch,

1949b.

Schacter, et. al 1951

Pepi.nsky, Pepinsky &
Pavlik, 1960

Hammond & Goldman,

lum,

Shaw &

Hackman,

1. situations: cooperative vs.

competitive.

1. group cohesion (high/low);
of induction
2. direction
production).

(increase

or

decrease

1. task complexity;
2. time pressure.

1961

i. competition vs. non-competition;
individual vs. group.
1. group task favorability (favorable dimension);
2. leadership behavior (directive vs. non-directive).

1966

1. task type (production, discussion, problem-solving);
level .,f difficuliv (determined ludgemental1'i);
3. order of presentation (order tasks wor.ked on'.

i968

Ke.ent & 'icGarin,

Stone,

TN

1. task type (producticn, discussion, prcciem-sc-i'ng,);
FF, FFF groups); ,
sex composition ('AMI, TTF,
3. serial order of task presentation.

1-969

1. mode of organization (specialization
teams);
feedback level (group or individual).

1971

Freedman, Kievansk'i &
-Ehrlich,
1971:
i

1. density
(rooms
each room);

160,

80 or 35 ft'

vs.

project

witk 5 - 9 Sb in

sex composition (M, F, MF);
3. n of tasks performed increased;
same as above 2 with different sample.
2.

also for study

TI

•-z

"-nie t t,

1972

1

Spoedlers-Claes,

i973((a)

Spoedlers-Llaes,

1972(b)

Young,

group or ino.vidu3.
labor, shared labor,

1. feedback (varied

working conait:ons i.ivi'jed
tree *:hoice, vs.
nci'.'iduai,.

.n occurance and content,.

knowledge of results (feedback,

varied on 4

ev',els)I

(oomponent redunGzrcn., .ompDexitv,
1974
. task structures
organization) ;
Stask comvonent distributions K)r 3 comronents)"
3, -,ork inter2ctions
.resrsctec
's. unr•strrzctedO;
-.rials arr3nged
-n4 boc~ks.

-A

INDEPEN~DENT VARl.ABLE(S)

STUDY
Hewett, O'Brien &
974-I1.task
Hcrn i ,

Kanekar & Neelakantan,
1976

Hackman, Brous-seau &
Weiss, 1976

1. group type (real vs. nominal);
2. group ability compositon (high, high/low, low).

1. task conditions (equal vs. unequal information);
2..group process condicions (strategy, anti-strategy,
vs. control).
1. degree of task struct~ure (accordIng to Shaw's (19631'
dimensions).

Lord, 1976

Seta, Paulus &
Schkade, 1975

Shaw &Ashton,

1976

Goldman, Stock-bauer&
McAuliffe, 197

Carlson,

organization (coactlng, Zoorainatlon, collaboration, coordination/collaboration);
2.leadership style (based n~ iedler's LP:C and Schutz'
FIRC-B scales).

19789

Kabanoff & O'Brien,
10'9(a)

'ýabanjoff -&GB~
1c~( ,:

1i. group size (2 or 4);
2. instructional set (compeotiton vs. cooperat--or.";
vs. individual, or group vs. group
3. individual
comparisons).
1

ndvidual vs. group problem solvi:ng;
2.sex composition (same sex groups);
~.task Aifficultv (hard and easy, counterbalanced,
repeated measures design);
4. task order (of presentation, controlled by design).

1..intergroup relations: competit,-on vs. cooperation;
2.intragroup relations: :ompetition vs. cooperation;
3. task means-interdeoendence: IOW and high.
1. leader positi-on power (strong, mcderace or
according to Fiedler's LPG scale).

1. coordinat ion (witn or withlour c'eatn.;
2. collaboration (with or without cocoeration);
t.
ask
ve
e
eate measures,
ssx
.Levels)

.

oord-.nation
2 levels.'
olaboration(2lvs;
Reader abil--ty,2lvl)
subo r1-inat e abi it-L (2 ev els:
s&

-.

.rrisv..eounr
&

1. vo kin tr--.

vs. assi r.ed Len

neneslr

weak:

INDEPENDENT VARIABLE(S)

STUDY
Isenberg,

1981

1. time pressure (nigh,

moderate,

low);

2. group (nested within time; n=18,;
* 3. ranking of members' level of communication (1 [most]'
to 4 [least] communicative).

+1

TABLE V
DEPENDEiNT MEASURES

1N STLUDTES

STUDY

DEPENDENT MEASURES

Deutsch, 1949(b)

1. observer ratings of participation and use of overall rati.ng scales (on-going);
2. ubjec-S' ratings or interpersonal interactaLons and
group dynamics (post-test, and different aspect!- of
the group (weekly).

Scnacter, et al 195i

I.difference -innumber -of cardboards between base-1:ne
and two exper,-menta-l phases.

Peoin-skv, Pepiniskv &
Pavilk, 1960,

Hammond & Coldman, 11961

Shaw

BiSum, 13166

1. number of operations performed in a work session; a
ratio of mean time spent :n assemb2.v/disassemnblv for
teams was computed.
all 2.',
1. written reports, evaluated Dy judges on the basis of
alternate courses otý
adequacy of i-ecommnendatiýons,
acti2on and logically related consequences.
2.qualitly of discussion, razed by observers fo:askLi ve
remarks.
oriented. and non-Lask orienceo
p erform~ance related variables rated.

1. time required for completion;
2.final solutions to each task;
3. questionaJ.res by subJec!ts rating satisfaction with
;group process, -eadership qual.ories and perfcrmance.
asks:
1. Renerai dimensions made without. know'-edge of --

Aackrnan, 1968-

action oriEntation, liegt~n, orjIinality'., opt-Mism,
-.
*

I

Kent & Mc-_arth,

1960

equaiity oftpresentazýion, and issue involvement;
ask-dependent dimensions: global _creazýiv~tV, a.nd
adequacy of product.
N:judges i~i both cases -ere undergraduate st-udents
.91 gc-ven).
(pro,,ected reliabi'_ties =.2to
18 scales :ieflninv, tn;e
obtained b%- a seven-pi le
dimensions,
six general
Jorimensions
Task de[nendent
procedure.
sort-resort
Dy
iuaged
were creati vity and product adequacv,
undergraduate students K'proiected r=.5oý to

1. num-ert-cal scores f'or each of

.9$

*

~

Srone, .9-:

worn sco-re
rules;
rearvovrated
-.

=

n ofretr~2<p~o
by Judges on a 7

3c00ruje'z
on

tsx sýa::_sfacton measure: u;nspeci~eici
t-.

18

sao
3 L.iut:'
tIeP

STUDY

DEFENDENT MEASURES

Freedman, Klevanskv%
Ehrlich, 1971:

Shbfliett,

1972

. written report of group discussion;
n of crossed out #s on a page;
3. n of words formed from 6 letters;
4. n of object uses;
D. n of items remembered;
6. n of successful counts of clicks;
7. group decision on object use.
NB: specific dependent measures were not well specified
for all the above task-associated measures.
Ail
measures listed were used in some or all of the three
sub-studies.
±.

2.

number of words correctly filled in.
2 minute intervals of direct observation used for
word frequency tally and when word was written in.

Spoedlers-Claes,

1973(a)

1. quantity: rime of assembly/disassembly;
2. quality: comparison of group product with photograph
of construction (rated on quota system).

Spoedlers-Claes,

1973("D

1. production measured in time, seconds and n of errors
per group;
2. semantic differential (to assess group atmosphere';

Young,

1974

Hewett, O'Brien &
Hornik, 1974

not noted.

1. n of joins on completed model •Jdeal=60).

KaneKar & Neelakantan,
1976

1. solutions

(words)

formed;

2. group interactions;
3. inidvidual verbalizations.
Hackman, Brousseau &
Weiss, 1976
.--

1. gross performanrK: total dollar proouctlvity (=n of
components
cori:weed
x dollar value for
each
component);
net performance: s-me as gross rerformance, but only
"for criterion natchtng components;
c. observation or strategy planning activ.ty;
4.

subjects'

ratings of strategy

mean of questionaire
process and member reactions.

.group

oro,

197

planning activit';

responses

re:

group

i. n of correct crvpts;
production time for solution adopted;
o. n or correctly placed matches;
•. n of properly placed cards;
r. n o: reasons supporting conclusion;
2.

c.

n o:

arrumenus

,eadershCo
"0

listed;

behavior:

coded or standard-zec

code.

STP

Seta,

...

DEPEDET

Paulus &
Schkade, 1976

Shaw & Aston,

I-i

MEASURES

1. n of correct words recalled.

1976

Goldman, Stockbauer &
McAuiifre, i977

1. record of whether task was completed successfully,
time took to complete it,
and n of wrong answers
before correct one found or time expired;
2. questionarie completed by subjects' reactions to, &
(?previous) experience with task.
I.
2.

group performance;
feelings toward other members ,(comparison of ratings
of subjects on ten bipolar, - cateogry scales, postexperiment);
also evaluated a "tvDical student" to
serve as baseline for other ratings;
also used prepost-experiment comparisons of ratings of feelings).

&

ro

Carlson,

;.978

not noted.

Kabanoff7 & O'Brien,
19 9(a)

1. group

products

rated

cm

17 descr-pt-ve

scales

(2

raters using 5 point Likert-rype scales);
h.hree evaluative measures of adequacy, qualitv and
creativity (three raters,
ustng a 7 point Likerttype scale).
Kabanoff & O'Brien,
1979(5)

SNorris & Niebuhr,

i senberg,

1951

1. pre-test verbal creativity assessed
(for group
assignment)
2. tasks scored by 3 raters on fluencv, flex:bfiitv and
originality (total score = sum of al' indicles'..
1980

I

1. group cohesiveness: post-test, modified version of
S-easnore's (1954) scale;
2. group performance: return on :n.vesuent obtained by
each group for their firm.
1. decsion mak-ng accuracy: number of related indicies
frequency of hits andnC
n of mistakes,
(n of finds,
misses, hits-misses, hits-misses);
2. amount of communication: 2 observers;
sociometric racings: cwopoint scales;
. group
process;
six
7 point scales and "ow
rime
man~pulation affected members";
5seli-report
scales:
leadership,
satisfac::on 'ith
'

group

Lunctioning,

pleasantness

.)f

,

amount

Cr

nttre-s and sutflciencv of tirme -11e:.

U

i

'

11

Co-operative

indevendent variables:

that their group as a whole would

situation:

be rated in

Ss were told

comparison with

the other groups; each member ,:cud receive the same reward
which would be determined bv the relative position of his
contrast with the other groups.

group in

Ss were told that they would be rated in
other members of their groups;

i

Competitive situation:
comparison with the

each reward would be different

and determined by the S's position relative to the other
members of his group.
Subjects:

Ten groups of five students enrolled in
Groups were matched

Psychology sections.

relations" problem

productivity on a "human
point scale)

and then by pairs,

co-operative or competitive
Tasks:

in

introductory

terms of their
(rated on a 9-

at random assizned

to either

situations.

The function of the oroblem was to provide a medium for

the occurence of group process.
The process that occurs is

Not all

a result of both the properties of

the group and che properties of
vironment.

media are alike.

1) Human relations

the group's medluw or enDroblem:

a discussion and

w.ritten recommendation required; no clearly discernible
"objective" criteria;
value systems.
thinking;

2)

likey.'

Puzzle-problens:

"objective"

solution;

more individual work that
!.easurements:

to evoke strongly-held personal

Trained

tests of clear logical

provided the possibility

for

the human relation nrobiem.

ooservers

1) categorize eachn 7artici-

App end Lx
2eutsch,

M.

Relations,
Puroose:

"A

Human

theory of co-operatin and competition."

, 129-152

1949,

To outline a theory of tne effect of cooperation and

competition on smaAL

(face-to-face)

group functioning.

Thirt''-fiur hypotheses were developed with respect to the effects
of cooperation and competition on group processes.

Group

concepcs were developed and the relationship between those
concepts,

"groups"

and "co-operative

social situation" were

discussed.
Co-overation is

defined as working together to one end when the

end sought can be achieved by all or almost all
duals

of

the indivi-

concerned.

Competition is

endeavoring

defined as gaining what another is

to gain at the some time when the end can be achieved by some
T..hat

but rot by a!l.
Such

behavior

one gains another can not gaia.)
oriented

distinguished from rivalry which

toward a 2oai and is
is

behavior oriented

to be
toward

another human being.
Deutsch,

M.

".n experimental

study of the effects

tion and competition upon group process."
1949
Purpose:

Human Relations,

190-231
To test the hypotheses and evaluate

of cc-operation
Deutsch

1f co-o0era-

and comoetton whjich were developed

see above entry);

mental meLnods

the theory of

in

:t

stimulate

SrouD research.

the use of

bv

exteri-

paticn of members;

and 2)

used by subjects:

ov.er-all rating scales.

Instruments

1) weekly questionnaire to rate different

aspects of the group,

and 2)

post-experimental

questionnaire

covering a range of topics including interpersonal

interactions

and group dymanics.
Results:

reported for a)

instructions manipulating the ex-

perimental conditions; b)
ganization; d)
(with respect

perceived interdependence;

motivation;

e) communication;

orientation

to position and direction to goal);

ductivity (discussion insight;
words in

f)

written product);

h)

time per solution;
interpersonal

c) or-

g)

pro-

and number of

relations;

Five hypotheses were supported and the theory outlined earlier
by De'utsch (see above entry) was given

experi-

mental.support.
Schacter.

S; Ellertson,

N.;

McBride,

D. and Gregory,

D.

experimental study of cohesiveness and productivity".
Relations,
Purnose:

1951,

"An
Human

4, 229-238

To test implications of the cohesiveness-attraction

theory for productivity.
Independent variables:
direction of induction.

Four combinations of cohesion and
Cohesiveness defined as :he force

acting on members to remain in

the group.

High and Low co-

hesiveness produced by manipulating attractiveness of group
members.

as were told recent research had made it

possible

to select people who "would be genuinely fond" of each other.
High cohesive groups were :old thev were part of "extremely
congenial" groups and that there "'aas every reason to expect"
then all to like each other.

Low zohesive groups were told

that scheduling difficulties had -"ade it

impossible to form

a congenial group and that there was "no particular reason"
to think you will like each other.
Direction o, induction

i

A

to influence a member to

defined as attempts by the group

Manipulated bv

increase or decrease rate of oroduction.

notes which Ss believed were from other members of her group.
from undergraduate

Female student volunteers

Sub]'es:

ed-

I

ucation and psychology classes.
The cooperative production of card board

Tasks:

roams.

to each other and then assigned

There were

All subjects

a stencil.

-

to different work
cutting

cardboard,

on stock and painting the boards

mounting and pasting it

Strhough

three Jobs

supposed,!,

A

of three people who were

Exnerimental groups were composed
introduced

checkerboards.

actuall!:

were assigned

to the

.1

cutting task.

The Deriod Zrom

were divided into four eight minute oeriods.
eight to sixteen minutes was taken as
no attempt was made to influence
dif:erence

is

the rate of oroduction.

and during the two periods

period

a base line during which

the number of cardboards

In

taKen as an indication of

I

lasted thirr.-two minutes and

sessions

Experimental

Measures:

cut during

The

the baseline

of induction manipulation

the extent of accertance of in-

duczion.
For increased

Results:
between

hich and

tow

co'esise

reduction in orcducrion,
continuously
Scores

for

iow cohesv.'e

f

production,

groups.

Ss in

grcups,

were

diffrereces
A

;hen notes urged a

high cohesive grouDs decreased

in.uction cerich

oth nerr-cds

no significant

sibi

s d-ecrease

ro induction :erzcd.
cnr,.
slight
't,"

el"
" w
in

the

s: ra
4

n

duction period and then increased their output:.

Neither of

these scores is significantly below bdse litie rcte.

In the

nega t4ve induction condition, lo,., cohesive Sj were less
accepting of induction and more productive than high cchesives.

"The data indicate no necessary relationship between cohesiveness and high productivity.

Cohesiveness appears to be a

determining variable in i~eeative but not po~sitive induction
conditions.
Results were discussed in terms-of (1) "force to be an accepted
member of group" and (12)
"force to 'please e~xperimenter",
under the presumption that (2) is similar in all experimental
variations but that (1) is greater in the high cohesive condition than in the low.
?epinsky, P. N.; ?epinsky, H. B. and Pavlik, WJ.3.

"The effects

of task'complexitv and time pressure upon team productiv-.4t.".1
journal of Aoolicd ?svchology, 1960, 44A, 34-38
Purmose:

To control the effects of differences in individual

abil.4ti4es, group structure and organization in crder to assess
in a precise way the effects of the particular situational
variables of task complexity and time pressure.
Indeoendent %variables: Task complexity a~ I time pressure
conditions.

Task complexitvz def-.ned as (a) the number of

operations required to assemble model; (b). the necessity for
coordination among team iznembers _4acontrast ro individual
sequential operations, (c) amount of variety in the ordered
pattern of operations and (d) number of spat.ial dimensions in
the completed -odel.

Time nressur2 aonditions :nanipulated ov

var-.ing tY-e frequency of standar,: verbal signals: Cc;ndti,4on L

I signal given at end of 10 minutes; Condition X, a signal
every th:ee ninutes up to eighteen

after which the .;p signal

in two minutes; Condition H, signals delivered at accelerated
pace beginning with I every minute and increasing to I every
fifteen seconds.
Subjects:

Seventy-two volunteer male previously unacquainted

students enrolled in introductory Psychology.
Tasks:

Repeated assembly and disassembly by a three man team

of as many replicas of a nonrepresentational Tinkertoy model
as possible during a twenty minute session.
a rehearsed procedure,
specified order.

All teams followed

performing interlocked operations in a

The two tasks were not widely discrepant in

difficulty but werc discernably different in respect to com-

plexity.
Measures:

A team's score was an adjusted total of the i.umber

of operations performed during a work session.
operations credited for cisassembl,

The number of

of both models and for

final assembly of the complex model were determined by the
mean proportionate amounts of time spent by all 24 teams in
these phases of the task.

A ratio based on all teams was

considered more reliable than one comrputed for each separate
team.
Results:

Checks on the experimental conditions revealsed that Ss

did identify the complex task as being more aomrplex and that Ss
liked .t better than the simple task.
lation was successful.

Tim- nressure -'an: u

Complex task scores were consistently

larger :han simple task scores and there appears to be a
cur-:ilinear variation in productivity from time pressure

conditions.

The differences between taskb a.a the interaction

of task and task sequence are primarily responsible for the
variability in total scores in separaru work sessions.
Greater task complexity is associated wit•' g.eater productivity.
Increased complexity has a motivational effect: thr.ugh maintaining interest in the performance of a re;,eti,:ive operation.
Time pressure acts as an incentive only when _t is made to
connote success or failure in a given situaticn.
Small,

trained teams will be more "motivated to increase out-

put if

their assigned tasks are sufficiently comple6 to provide

some intrinsic interest and variety.
or complex,

Whether the task is

simple

an acceleration in time-pressure up to a moderate

level can produce an acceleration in output, but an increase
from low to high pressure is apt to nave an adverse effect.
Hamn.ond,

L. K. and Goldman, M.

"Competition and non-competiticn

and its relationship to individual and group productivity."
SociometrV,
?urnose:

1961,

46-60

To explore the following questions:

a difference between competition
generally;

(b)

is

(a) is

there

ýC) and nc.r-competition (NC)

there a difference betweex; C & NC only when

individuals are working for themselves;

(c)

is

:here a difference

between N and NC only when the individuals are working for
the groun3 they are in; (d)

is

there a difffience between

working as a group (G) and working as an individual (1) that
extends across C and NC;

(e)

working as C and working as

is there a difference between
on!: in compecition; and (f)

there a difference in working as
non-comnetition'

=nd working a-

is

: only in

Independent variables:
or individual.

Competition or non-competition by group

Individual Non-comoetition:

individual contribution;
maximum points.

credit to depend on

I

possible for everyone to receive

Group non-comnetition:

credit to depend on

total participation of all group members; all members to
receive same amount of points.

Individual competition:

credit

to depend on individual contribution; each member to receive
different amount of credit; performance of each member compared
to performance of other members of his group.

Group competition:

credit to depend on total participation

group members;

of all

all members of a group receive same amount of credit; group
performance compared to performance of other groups.
Sub'ec:s:
classes.

Sixty student volunteers from general psychology
Groups balanced on a sociometric scale and the F-scale.

I

Groups consisted of 5 or 6 individuals.
:asks:

Four human relations-type problems presented for dis-

cussion and written report.

The report represented the con-

tributions of the group as a whole.
Measurement:

Written reports were evaluated by judges on the

basis of adequacy of recommendations; points for alternate
courses of action and for logically related consequences
to rate group product.

used

Qualitc_ )f discussion evaluated by

observers on basis of task-oriented or non-task oriented remark.s.
variables:

discussion was rated on five
7ach'erformance-related
a)

coordination of effort; b) or:intation of effort;

nication; C) involvement

and ateventiveness;

and e)

c,

corr-mu-

recognition of

relevant factors.
:esui•s:

1o

i6.nificant

:or
'iffere:)es
task and non-task

I

$

remarks.

'lo significant differences among treatment groups for
but when non-competition conditions

orientation of effort,

were combined and compared with combined competition

conditions,

Individual non-competition

the differences were significant.

iH

significantly higher than individual competition for ratings
on involvement and attentiveness.

The combined non-competition

distribution was also significantly
competition distribution.

group.

between

On tne adequacy of recommendations,

I and G were significant,

but

favoring the

The overall order was GC> GNC> INC >IC.

Resuis obtained on the group process measures
superiority of non-competition.
competition is
Results

[

higher than combined

there were no significant differences between C and NC,
the differunces

detrimental in

In

clearly show

terms of grouF process,

both (individual

and group)

obtained on the group product measure show a

cases.

signifi-

cantly large difference

between

group.

that a group yields a better quality

It is

suggested

decision than an individual.
of process and pioduct
have a simple,

best effect;

Snhaw,

M. E.

The discrepancy between measures

indicates these

not necessar-y

two variables do not

The implication drawn is
to motivate ,erforrnance

and in

terms of the final product,

working

to
cf
as a

superior to working as individuals.

and Blum,

j,

M1. "Effecct

of leadership style upon

group performance as a function :L task structure.
Personalin' and Social ?s'.'cholo•,
Purpose:

favor of

competition seems dctrimental to most phases

group process;
group appears

I and G treatments in

direct relationship,

that competition is

I

lo test the generaiit,.'

i966,
.f

23,

8-24.2

Fiedler's

thecr';

Jc urnai or

,.he

ty-pe of

1
4A

leadership behavior required for effective group performance
is

contingent upon the favorableness of the group-task situation

for the leader)

by experimentally manipulating the group taskiT
A.

of the leader.
favorability dimension and the behavior
independent variabla:

leadership be-

Group task favorability;

Grouo task situation refers to the degree to which the

havior.

group environment makes it

easy or difficult for the leader to
The favcrableness is determined by

influence group members.

1) the affective relation between leader and member; 2)
power inherent in

the leadership position;

which the task is

structured.

and3)

the

the degree

2)

decision verifiability;

to

Fiedler's study task structure

In

was operationally defined in terms of four task dimensions:

1)

goal clarity; 3) goal path multiThis study manipulated

:-icity; and 4) solution specifizity.

group task Zavorability by means of task structure only.
Leadership style was manipulated by instruction to assigned
Half were instructed to behave in a controlling,

leader.

directive manner and half were instructed to behave in a
permissive and nondirective manner.
Ninety male undereradates assigned to five member

Subjects:
groups.
Tasks;
list

Task A:

a discussion task which required the grou:
needed for success.

the five most important traits

was the most unfavorable grcun1task situation
relations good,

H

position power

sLrong,

This

(leader-member

task unstructured.)
question) which

Task 3:

a discussion :ask (human relations-type

required

the group to *- ?_ide uhl.A of five possible 2ourses

of actimn

culd be best,

group-task

situation.

This -.as the intermediate

Task C:

,.ied

to

level of

for group to ijentify

i

table or mineral.

vege-

was animal,

some object (40 questions) after ceing told it

This was the most favorable group-task

situation.
Measurements:

Records were kept of time required

and of final solutions for each task.

for completion

The time scores were

comparable across tasks and

the only measures of performance

raw scores were transformed before analysis.

1

I.

Each S responded to

a questionnaire which called for rating satisfaction with
group,

group cooperatio',

group performaice,

leadership per-

formance and directiveness of leader.
A.NOVA yielded

Results:
leadership

v

significant values for tasks and for

style X task interaction.

more etfective than nondirective

Directive leadership

leadership on Task C; on TasksS

A and B, nondirective leadership ,was more effective.
Although

ratings of satisfaction,

and leader performance were all
ship,

cooperation,

group perfornance,

higher for nondirective

leader-

d*fferences wersignificant only fcr cooperation.

Directive leadership

is

more effective

when there is

only one

solution and one (or verv few) ways of obtaining the solution.
tasks that
directive

require varied information and approaches,
leadership is

imoortant variable in
ness.

Variations

more effeztive.

On

nop-

Task structure

is

an

the deter-mination of leadershio effective-

in difficulty and cooperation requirements

probabl. call :or different leader behavior.
?orter,

L.

*;.

acid

Lawler,

structcre i.i ciation
?s'.'chc'i,.ical 3ui½tin,
2uruuo:

e¢

E.

.Ii,

-4

"Properties of organization

to job attitude and job behavior."
1065,

6-,

th e results Ji

23-51
empirical

field studies

31
'

|

I

..

.

I

•

that have investigated the relationship between properties of
organization structure and job attitudes and job behavior.
the positions and parts of

Structure defined as

Variables:

k-ganizations
relationship

and their systematic
to each other.

and relatively enduring

Attitudes defined in

sense of "opinion concerning
performance and output ratio,

Findings:

turnover rates,

organizational

relatively infrequent.

absenteeism rates.

rates.

compared at least two degrees of

All studies reviewed

structure along a given property.
between

Job behavior is

some object."

accident rates and emnloyee-grievance

the broadest

Studies of the relationships

levels and individuals'

behavior are

Level seems to affect the amount of

information a person receives in

his job,

the types of inter-

personal relationships he has on his job and the types and
nature of the decisions he must make in

his position.

in-

dividuals at different organizational levels may vary systematically in

intelligence and/or personality traits.

Lir, and staff

hierarchies:

Those concerned with the main

operations of the organization and within the direct chain of
command are "line".
ine.

Staff

"Staff" provides specialized aid to the

turnover rate apoears to be higher than line.

Staff managers are better informed than line,

probably because

of greater mobility and greater communication fiexibili:".
The staff manaeer

is

required

to be knowledg

specialityy an, yet provides little
makiq.

The line manager is

Ir ýh-ch he has res.onsiO.

"su-:czed"

ItZ

to

-ole about his

opportunity for decision-

expected

to take advice on decisions

:'4_4 rrom
rct someone who is

know the whole ?ic tire,

Subunits:

any grouping of the members of an organization

that systematically

summaries indicate that "The
output and attitudes,
sized

groups

size of the work group affects

which both tend to be better in

34)".

(p.

smaller

A positive linear relationship was
No consistent

found between absence races and iubunit size.
pattern of relationships was found for accident

rate and subunit

found for labor disputes and

A positive relationship

size.

Previous

excludes part of the membership.

The studies on the relationship between per-

subunit size.

formance and subunit size do not present a clear-cut picture.
present,

the weight of the evidence suggests small-sized

subunits are desirable because
turnover and absenteeism.
is

clearer on attitudes

they are associated with low

The impact of structural variables
(not reported here)

than on behavioral

variables but there appears to be an abundance
for productivity rates awaiting empirical
Hacmanan,

J.

R.

"Effects of

Journal of Ex:erimental
Purpose:

At

of implications

testing.

task characteristics
Social Psychology,

on group products."

1968,

4,

162-187

An attempt to assess bcth the nature and the magnitude

of the relationships between

"intellective"'

selected characteristics of

roup tasks and selected measures of group,

output.
Independent

variables:

of presentation.

Task

All tasks require

"intellective" tasks.

Task

,roductfon of ideas,

images,

(B) tasks calilng

type,

y:-pe,:

level cr

difficult7 and order

a written reoort;

all

(A) tasks calling icr

r aurrangements

(prcduct:on

for a discussicn of values or issues,

with sroup consensus

are

(discussicn casks);

(C)

tasks,;
u'sually

tasks requiring a

solution to a specific problem (problem solving tasks).

Task

.difficulty,: defined as "the arnour~r. of effort required to comnplete the task" was determined by a judgmental procedure.
of oresentation:

Order

a pretest indicated that the order in which

a group worked on a task affected the nature of the group interaction and the characteristics of the group products.
One hude

Suics

eight grusof three undergraduatemae

who participated as a requirement. for an introductory psychology
class.
Tasks:

The study design required 108 different group tasks.

Only,

tasks requiring the production of a coherent verbal passage
were included.

Tasks requiring "reasoning" or "thinking" and "'hose with

high solution multiplicity (cf. Shaw and Blum, :966) were included.
Measures:

A

Two kinds of descripti'.'e measures used tc assess

the characteristics of the group products: a) general dimensions,
made without knowledge of the particular task and b) taskdependent dimensions for which familiarity with the specific
nature and requirements of the task was necessary, for judgment.
Ge7ýral dimensions:

a) action orientation; b) length; c) origi-

nality; dI optimism; e) quali~t-. of Dresenration and f)' issue
involvement.

T~ask-deoerndent dimnensions:

a) global creatiViLV

and ':)to)e judged adequacy with ý.r.ich the product satisf 'ed thoe
specifiz requirements of th'a task.

Undergraduate students 4udged

both dimensions with projectt~l reliabilities ranging from
Results:
_-y toe

to

Characteristics of group nroducts are strongly af:fected
xDe
.- of task -with whic'n gro-un works.

nmoderaze effecot.

Difficult%, has a

The crier cfor:sentation or

-as Ks is not

related. substantiýai!% to -rcdt~ct_ c~aracteriszics.

was

.7Z

siz.4

'c

l

~e'at~ed

to all

-:the

Task ty-oe

group, product

-.
1aract~2riq-

I1

tics except product adequacy,
action orientation,

and was strikingly related to

solving tasks were characterized
production

Problem

originality and issue involvement.

by high action orientation,

tasks by high originality and discussion tasks by

issue involvement.

F
Al

high

Task difficulty was significantly associated

with 6 of the 8 measures of product characteristics.

Products

from more difficult tasks tended to be more original and more
issue involved while easier tasks were better presented and met
specific task requirements more adequately.

Groups with more
rO

difficult tasks fulfilled specific requirements less adequately
but the products were more original.

Task type X difficulty inter-

actions were significant for 4 of the 8 dimensions although
none accounted

for a substantial amount of product variance.

Largest interaction involved length.
Discussion:

Originally,

the distinction among the three task

types depended on the "content" or "mental material" with
which :he group worked.
across task tyves.
formulations,

The prozess requirement did not differ

Contrary to the implications of the original

different aspects of

emphasized by groups dealing with

'process"

appear to be

tasks of different

t:pes.

The task content has both direct and indirect effect on product
characteristics.

The kind of content affects the group inter-

action and thereby indirectly the output.
task zontent

seem tc affect the out,.ýut larzelv indeoenentl:

of the interaction process.
-robably. do not affect

Dilferences in process emphases

-utput a

groun interactoon crocess.
standing of

Some aspec:s of

t through changes
i_: suggested

:he -ways i':which i.e

OUtput cnaracceri3rios

in

the

that a fu_1iunder-

two task parameters affect

recuiras a::amination of three seoarate

substantive links:

task input t.2 interaction process; task

input to group output; and interaction process to group output.
Tasks to be used in small- group studies must be constructed

-

or selected with considerable care.
Kent, R. N. and McGarth, J.- E.

'Task and group characteristics

as factors influencing group performance."

Journal of Ex-

oerimentai Social Psychologv, 1969, 5, 429-440
Purpose:

1) To replicate the findlings of H-ack~man (1968

-see

above

entry) concerning the effects of task type on written group
products and 2) to extend those findings b- assessing the
generality of task type difference- as a function of a

ao

group structural -factor: sex connnosicion or the group.
Tn~decendent variables:

Task type, sex composition and serial

order of presentation of tasks. :ask LVoei:

production tasks

i.voiving .he presentation of ideas; discussion tasks 4nvolve
evaluation of issues; problem solving tasks involve instruction
with respect to some overt action.

Sex comccosition:

the four

possible sex combinations of a triad.
Subjiects: iorcvy-eigbc

groups of chree undergraduate students vho

served as a requirement for an I.ntroductory onsvchology course.
Tasks:

Forty,-eight

tasks selected

from the set of 108 "Jin-

:eiLlective" group týasks employed '-. Hac~cian (1968,

-see above'..

Tasks were chosen so that any which wer-e 1) shown empirica'Lly
to be a combination of .' or more type-s or Z) rated extraomel';
ni.gh or low on Jimnesion5 cf difffcultv,
or i-ntrinsiz
Mleasures:
zhe

'0

population famnilari:','

interest were eliminated.

'lumerizal sccres for ouch of

ýeneral dimnensions were ob[c~ine6

--he 'S scales dýeiininz
'. a seven-pi-le "sort-

dimensions included 1) global

resort" procedure.

Task-dependent

"creativity" and 2)

the judged "a3equacy"

with which the product
All judges were

satisfied the specific requirements of the task.

ranged from .54

undergraduate students; projected reliabilities

to

.95.
Task-type was significantly and substantially related

Results:
to

. of 8 product dimensions and to all

characteristics

measures of product

Task type controlled over

except adequacy.

the variance on action orientation,

50% of

originality and issue

Sex composition was significantiy

involvement.

action orientation,

originality and optimism,

related to

but accounted for

less than 4,. of the variance of products on any dimension.

Task type X. sex compos.ti.-n yielded significant interaczions of
moderate importance,

13 to 0.4% of the variance for 5 of the 83

product dimensions.

Order of presentation effects was minimal.

The most substantial deterninant if product variance were task
tvDe and specific task.

Task t•,e

main effects control between

2 and 63% of the variance of the 8 product
with a female mafority generated
oriented

than other groups.

4rJnal

more

measures.

products which were more action

Sexually homogeneous groups generated

roducts tan thosea

rom sexually

heterozeneous

1.1 female groups were more optimiszic.

groups.

GrouLs

7he

:asks

which give rise to products may De much more important in
characteristlcs

oetor'ining product
actuall.
3.

Collins.
-hange,
Xo.,

produce

them.

Social ?svrholosv,

F.
.Srcu7

Reading,
_

than the groups which

:ocial

P-ocesses a7d ?re,` .liue.

influence,

Addison-Wesle'

'-'ass .: !970t
-

.ttitude

=-~=----=~--

u.s-,a•

(textbook in Social Psychology)
The extent to which a task makes possible a division of labor
is an important criterion for taskr-s which are used to compare
Sonrtý divisions of labor allow a group

group and individuals.

to use full resources, some limitr the group to tne ability of
its poorest member.

The task demands .'or a division of 'Labor

or for a wid'e background of information is a critical' factor
in detero.ining whether a group can exceed the productivity of
an in-dividual.
Provo S4tion A:

I

For tasks involving random errors, combining

several individual estimates or solutions into a group pýroduct

increases accuracy.

(Error must bDe random

does

-combiration

not eliminate constant bias.)

I

?rcoosition 3:

For tasks which involve creating ideas of

remembering bits of information, there is a gre-ter probabimiry

that sever-al persons will- produce a oarticular: idea than that
a single peitoon will produce it

hmef

?rooosition IC: Groups are ef::iclenc when the critical demands
of the task emphasize the gain a)

from duplica-tion or* eff_-rt

or b) from a div'ýsion of labor.
:Dunlicacion of effort occ-urs when 2 or more people perform
exactlv ti-e same task.

Divisio~n of labor occurs w.nen t . e ta sk

Is su'-advided so that 2 or more ppecple wor~k on dif_-fercnt
zcm:ýcnernts.
Althougzh task complexity enables

3

a Doint ma,

[

be reacnecý at:nc

ainl-

task creates so many

ýatrre
_r-oup cannot ap;.v

inter-oerscna.' -rocbems t
heCask orblms

group to use its resources,

a

r-eseems l'-ivzl

~.n::oalon zom:cle:, :-roble-S.

.tey:

to axceed_ an.

-!

r

increase g;:oup size

judgments must 'e made,

when quantitative

-:j

A grouo

to include persons vith wide variety of experiences.
to it.

cannot utilize all information availahle

The final group product excludes some ideas and

?roposi:ion A:

information available to each member.
Pronosition 3:

The accuracy and quality of the final group

increased because the group is

product is

thar. useful ones.

eliminate inferior contributions
Stone,

T.

H.

"Effects of mode of organization and feedback level

ca creative task groups."
1971,

55,

?urpose:

more likely to

Psvcho'lov,

Journal of ADplied

324-310
7o test the effects of mode of organization

versus nroject

teams) and feedback

(scecializezion

lelei (group or individual)

on the oprformance and satisfaction of creative task ýrcuos.
indeoendent variables:
..
ode of organization:

mode of organization and feedback level.
Specialization:

approaches the task as a specialist

when each person

or speciaiizes

in one

part of the task -

involves a clear division or labor.

by task:

team)

(Pro~ect

groups organized

co not seek to dissect the problem

around a certain task,

into areas

but attack the problem or :ask as a group.
directed

Or2anizarion

f:5peciali.y

Feedback level:

:oward individual or tovard group as a whole organ:-

zational unit.

Ss oated other i.tmbers of his £r-up individual>.

or the zrouo as a -,hole.
•uo'ects:

Seventyt-ro e~ementar7 psychology

twent7--our groups
Tasks:

word

high ssccrir
-h rete rueS,

of three

construction

a ';.crd
in

te

students divided into

task

-

7o make as creatove

s nosszble _zing a num•er
"sce Ia' Iiz

n

ru u

er'
ea

ind ss

of letzers
Iwas

and
.'a n

I]
;t

I

He was to advocate the. use of his rule and to encourage

a rule.

others in his group to use it.

V

1-ithe "project ceam" group

Ss were instructed to work cooperativelv with each other using
the same three rules.
Three measures oi task, -er-formance were used: word

Measures:

score (calculated by Lnulti plving the number of letters used
by 20 and subtracting the oo-ints accrued by using the rules) ;
creativity (panel' of j4udges using a 7-DOint scale); and tz--r.e.
A task satisfaction measure touched-I
It

owSs felt, hwmuch 41:ur

in

was, and how they liked it.
Significant ef-fects of mcde or organization on time and

Results:

taský satisfaction 5upported the '-I,.pouhesis that performance
,-nd sati-sracticon .,ould b)e higher in "pro-ect t-eam" groups.
Nio sianificuant effects for mode of organization on word score
Effect of feedbac!k level on word score was]

or creat ivit'..

sio~nificant showing individual level1 feedback mo,:e effective
than group.
Freedmarn,

-

S.

11. L.; K2.evanskv,

of crowding on hum~an task perfor-maace."
Soci~al ?svcholaQ',',

197~,

"The effect

and Ehrlich, P. R.

J'ournal of ADD'-ied

L., 7-25
.'not

Io invest-igate the eff,:cts of high density per se

Puroose:

o go alo'ng with high density,)
the other r:actors that tend -Tndanendent variable:

(Study I

Density: using rooms zi16C,I

8"' or 35 scuarle :eet and placing either 9 or 5Ss in each rocri.
uec Z
groups:
ndhalf
Tasks:

6 Ihi 9-S Chl
0

LUderLý (3-'

1.2all males, 6 al! f.emaias;

-oVs,

2girls), :8

half had 15 group

omembers

iad ;Ymemnbers.
V

ru

lsosoWriure-,n

report; 2)

rcssing-out

task, croDss ouc all Qr a particu.-ýr nernDer :cund on a page

c--

7..
..

random numbers;
(creative

3)

.

forming words from 6 letters;

thinking);

5)

memory ta.k; 6)

4)

Results:

7)

concentration

-

count
but

object use with group working as a whole.

Data surmnarized

in

terms of

the number of times each

level of deasity produced the best performance on a

task.

There

were no efrects of density',.
(Study

II):

major change was in the number of tasks performed

with the idea that Ss were not given time for high motivation
and interest
Subjects:

I.

306 high school students divided into 34 groups of

7 to 9 each.
Tasks:

to abate during Study

Eighteen groups were al! male,

1) cross-out numbers;

2)

periods were long enough to produce boredom,
and to maximize any effects
Motivation was manipulated

16 all female.

forming words;

3) anagrams.

Work

to reduce motivation

of stress.
by offering half the Ss a bonus for

particularly good work.
Results:

The "usual sex differences and temporal effects"

did appear.

The high motivation condition did more work on

crossing out numbers but was slizihtly inf2rior
creative tasks.

Subjects:

in

the more

Density: did not affect performance.

180 women 25

te.) orar': einplo>,onent

-

60 years old recruited through a

agency,

Procedure was identicalI

divided into grcups of 9.

to Study

II.

There were no effects of

any,' kind of density on performance.
Piscussicn:

Densitv oer s2 does

aversive stimulus.

'atever

.

object uses

the number of clicks sounded at a rate of about 3 per second,
not at a fixed rhythn;

. ..

iot function as an ordinary

effe2ts density has will be largely

-•

on interactions among people rather than on the performance.
Shiflett,

S, C.

"Group performance as a function of task difficulty

and organizational interdependence."
hiuman Perrormance,
Purpose:

1972,

Organizational Behavior and

7, 442-456

To determine whether different labor strategies could

effect relative differences in performance on the same task at

|

various points in time and to determine whether these patterns
of group performance differed as a function of task difficulty.
Independent variables:
Divided labor:

one

vertical words.
on each word.

S

Group or individual working conditions
worked horizontal words,

Shared labor:
Free choice:

way they wished.

U

other worked

Ss worked together and agreed

L

Ss tcld to solve the puzzle any

Individual:

cL seated at opposite end of

table and told to work silentl'i and alone.

Ss alwavs worked

4

in presence of another.
Subjects:

144 male undergraduates working in 60 groups of 2 and

24 individually.
Tasks:

Four cros.qword puzzles,

words.

Two puzzles were used as a warm-up.

each containing 48 4-letter
The experimental

puzzles consisted on one that was relatively easy,

one relatively

difficult.
Measures:

Puzzles scored by counting the number of words

correctly filled in.

Misspelled -*.,ords were counted

they reasonably approximated the correct word.

correct if

An observe:

noted when words were w-ritten in and word frequencies

for

two minute intervals w:ere tallied.
Results;

Divided labor strateg,

A

produced significant-'

:e,,.wer words 7er interv'al t--an eaz.er shared

labor or free choice.

Divided labor was less effective

levels of task difficulty.

than shared labor at both

Shared labor yielded greater

performance as effectively as shared labor groups and more
efficiently than either of the c_-her labor strategies.
Individuals generally performed at a lower level than any
of the groups on both tasks but approximated the total performance of :he divided labor group in the later minutes.
Performance efficiency and effectiveness are related.
formance

effectiveness was equated on the easy

Per-

task by

arbitrarily redefining maximum performance as 45 correct
words and eliminating all groups who did not attain criterion.
Time-to-criterion scores were obtained and subjected to
!-way ANOVA.

Shared labor groups were significantly slower

than either divided labor or free-choice groups.

Similar

but statistically unreliable results occurred on the difficult
task.

Labor strategy produced significant effects with

shared labor showing greatest cask satisfaction, most perceived
activity ard best interpersonal relations while divided labor
was lowest on all 3 variables.

Task satisfaction is

when the task is relatively easy,
Discussion:

and when labor is

greater
shared.

Divided labor was a notentially more efficient

use of member ability but shared labor resulted in substantiall

greater group effrctiveness.

cond.tion appears to have aztziined
criteria.

The free-choice

the best of both performance

When the task requires little

coordination, a

"divided labor strategy may -e c-ost efficient, but when The
task becomes mcre

zo-ilicated

Thared

labor becomes approDriate

anc the ability to switch froo one to the other is

the most

High levels of interaction

efficient and effective of all.

1

were associated with high pert.ormance but- when task is easy

There wa.; a signi- cant increase in

it is not essential.

~.nteraccion from. the easy to tIhe difficult task indicating
that as che task becomes more dfficult,

interaction among

group membersbecomes more essential for high performance
'evals.
Process and Productivity, NY:Academic Press,

Grou

Steiner, I.D.

Outlined a partial typology of tasks.

1';72.
two

Initial division of tasks into

broad categories:
Those tasks that cannoL logically permit di,ýisior, of labor among

UNITARY TASKS:
group members.

DBVSIBLZ TASKS: Division of labor possible for these tasks.
The floig:

Subdivided each broad category into component subtask types.

from the reference ci-ted abcve (viz:

descripticons have been excerpted

Steiner,

19~)
UNITARY

be

Maximizing

ootimizing.
of

may

TASKS

group

according to

whether

t he.'

are

or

mnax im1zizn g

tasks refer to those tasks that make success a function

how much or how rapidly something ijs accomplished.

Cptlmizing

mak e

tasks

success a function of how closely a predetermined "best" or preferred outccome is
Exampies of the former would be rapidit-y of solving anagrams,

approximated .
thle

number

of

mathematical

anagrams

solved.

tCpt~.mizing tasks

would

incl ude

or

solv ing

log,:c

problem witn a definite answer and reaching a decis:on inl3

problem.
Uniartsk,

n

addition t, being either maxi<mizing or c~timiziflg,

n unc i e taz.e 3 sK 5
:3 s K.5
D.L r;2 ~cnrr.
Dýc
'f

-AGcut1_

a

mia'.

7/

Disjunctive

tasks

refer to those tasks.that force acceptance

response from the group.

of

one

There can be discussion as to what that answer is,

the final selection is made in favor of one individual's response.
potential

members

faulty
proposed

own

do not accept his response as the correct one.

competent

by the most competent member;

nembership status;
ahility

task,

Process

or

2/

may

be

(c)

(b)

the most competent member

the most competent member is
or (d)

to perform the task;

members.

Szeiner

further notes that if

when

correct

solution is

the

others),

the

low

not confident of his
member

the most competent

the task is

that

has

does

his decision assertively enough and does not evoke support from

advocate

tasks,

I/ the

the majority of group members favor an outcome other than

when (a)

group

most

member does not use his resources to perform the

competent

other

determined by the resources of its

is

but

The group's

Actual productivity may differ from potential productivity when:

member.
most

productivity

correct

not
other

of the "eureka type"

quickly discernible and easily

probability of effective process is enhanced.

(ie.

demonstrable
With

to

disjunctive

any member's outcome may be selected by the group as their final choice,

irrespective of the accuracy of the decision and outcome.
are examples of disjunctive tasks,

Problem solving tasks

when the group must arrive at a consensus as

"to what the correct response may be.
Conjunctive
perform

tasks

the same task and the effectiveness of the group is

effectiveness
Many

are those tasks in which each group member

of

is

required

determined by

the least competent member in meeting the task

the

requirements.

conjunctive tasks are not unitary and any division of labor introduces

element

of

dependent
member

conjunctivity
upon

into

the task

(as

the ability of his predecessor).

each

member's

Thus,

the

to

performance
least

an
is

effective

receives total weignt in the determining the group's performance.

Thus,

not all mtmbers have equal probability of having their solutions selected as tne

optimal,
.

or correct one.

The nature of the task has jeter-ined
-5

in idv-.ncc

-'at

critical

column).

In some

they

problem solving,
task

for example,

disjunctive;

it

another

speed;

involv

additive.

criterion might have rendered the task disjunctive or

dependent

render

conjunctive only because

be

may

tasks

cases,

eg. speed of a marchin

maximizing types of tasks;

goal (ie.

the

the

are most likely to be conjunctive when rapid performance is

Tasks

member.

will be dependent upon the ability of the least competent

productivity

ccnsensus as to the correct response would

speed of solving the problem by the whole group

conjunctive

In

(as the group's ability to

perform

make
would

well

will

they

permit

depend

directly on the speed of the slowst memner).
Additive

tasks

contributions
combination
member's

are

of
of

various
various

outcome.

performed,

different

and

members
members'

to

the

above

be summed.

in

that
The

individual outcomes,

group
rather

When the criterion of productivity is

shovelling snow).

the

product
than

is

a

the number

all members are capable of working on the task,

actual productive-ability level,
(eg.

from

a

single

of

units

regardless

of

the task may potentially be additive in nature

Outside offthe laboratory,

completely additive tasks are

rare.
Discretionary

tasks

involve

applying differential or equal

weights

member's contribution in arriving at a consensus on a final outcome.
member may decide for all,
from

several

different.
cases,

given;

weights

with group agreement;

a final solution.

formally or informaly assigned to each

temperatures

"closest", or
each

Here,

one

equal

decision.

7n

may

or
most

used by the grcup to arrive at

Thus, an example of a discretionary task would be judging

ambient temperature of a room,
various

each

one solution may be selected

an averaging of all decisions may be made with

an informally derived weighted average is

to

tK

where one individual may decide the temnerature.

be given by different members and

all members give estimates of temperatures.

member s est:mate ',based on an informaI appra3ial ):

one

as
a-iectei

welj.,ts 3pp 1 :e-,
"he 7emDer

s

a :•i:v

I
discussion),

during

in

weighted scores.
the

group

and an average temperature derived from a suxmmat:on ot the
contrast to the other

rask t'tpes. discretionarv

to weigh ea'ch member's contribution

freely,

scores in anv manner desired and arrive at a conclusion
.tasks

place

combine
(Recall

equally

equal weighing of individuals and the final product is
weighted

d~scretucnary;
increase

the1r

contributions).

weighted

]

the

Maximizing

tasks

seem

-ti

contribution

conjunctive tasks also require

the totai wenght be assigned to one indiv i-uai
out in addit-on,
must be the least ccmpetent,
or productive member of the group;
permit

I

that disjunctive

the total weight of a final decision on one member's

(or several members with the same solution);

tasks permit

4

that

-~

_-a: indlvidual
additive tasks

t.e sum of
never

these
to

be

when

maximum performance is reauired,
group members may
not
accuracy or attractiveness of the outccme through mathematical

manipulation of individual solutions.

Furthermore,

i

I

an averaging process would

be inconsistent with the task purpose.

A schematic of the typology for unitary tasks might appear as follows:

DVILE-----------------------

IT.RY

OPTIMIZ:NG ------------.. AX:M Z G

ADDITISJ
VE

DA
SC
7; Fi0
I

_ ___.....

......

._

Spoelders-Claes,

Rita

"The effect of varying feedback on the

effectiveness of a small group on a physical task"
chologica BelS_,

1973,

Psv_-

1., 51-68

A pilot study in the frome of a broader investigation

Purpose:

into the influencing factors of small group effectiveness.
Indevendent variables:

feedback varied in occurence and content.

Feedback consisted of the achieved quantitative level of the
group performance as compared with other groups.

All feed-

back was fictitious and was either favorable, unfavorable
or not provided, creating three experimental conditions.
Subjects:

108 male university students assigned to 27 4 man

groups.
Tasks:

Physical task involving a) 2 fixed pillars and 5

loose blocks to be built up and b) broken down.

Cooperation

among group members is a necessary condition for completing
the task.
Measures:

The quantity of group productivity was expressed

in time for build up and breaK down.

Quality was evaluated

by comparing the group's product with a photograph of the
construction, by means of a quota system.
Results:

Varying fc.edback does not significantly effect

the quantity or quality of group performance.

Additional

studies examining different aspects of feedback are recommended.
Spoelders-Claes,

Rita.

"Small group effectiveness on an ad-

ministrative ':ask as influenced by knowledge of results and
sex composition of the 7r:up."
Ps-'zho
•,, "77

Zuronean Journal

Sccia:

, 3(-,89-

I

-

some tcssible extensions to Locke's

Purnose:

To investigate

theory if

task motivation and incentives.

(Informational

knowledge of results implies :he possibility of correcting

1-

behavior whereas motivational knowl-Aoe of results does not.)
indeoenden: variables:

Kinowledge of results (feedback)

1) pretest time for group;

on 4 levels:

number or errors for group;

_3 pretest

2) pretest

varied

time and

time and nunber sf

errors for group and number of errors for group members;
4) no feedback.
Subjects:

Fort" eight 4 person groups of students,

were all male,

most groups

and some 3 males

some 2 males and 2 females,

and I female.
Tasks:

Manipulation of a number of punch cards:

corresponding to position 1
during the pretest.

4

sb-tasks

over which Ss were rotated

-

position

Using 1 card at a time,

1

wrote the card number on a retort sheet and checked for
-punchesin a particular column; position 2 ,crote :he number
of the rows punched 10 the desIgnaced column; position 3,
Multiplied

the numbers written by position

the results on the report shet; position

and
-

Jiot:ed

computed the

murLiplications and sumnmed the products and enterei

A

the

moral on the retort sn-eez.
Measures:

preregistered

Correct answers wert

uxnerznmenter.

roCuc~ion was

neasured in

and numoer of errors per group.

wrh the

time,

A semantic stZerentra_
Smaillrc-c

scaie was useG to ierermine gr2up atmesphere.
etect:.v~eness ".as uefinec as "ne

in secrods

attainment

C:

-t2e 7r.ZJ

I'

- _

/

goals in a way which is fast as well as correct,

through

means of ahe group level and on the individual member level
in a group atmosphere characterized as friendly, solidary,
motivating and satisfying."
One way .•NOVA computed on T-scores.

Results:

results were significant.

None of the

The knowledge of results variable

did not have any influence on small group effectiveness
nor on the productivity aspect or on the group atmosphere.
Study II
Independent variable:
Subjects:

sex composition of group.

Sixteen 4 person groups; eight all male and eight

all female.
Tasks:

same as stud. 1

Measurements:
Results:

same as Study I

The sex variable had no significant influence

on small group effectiveness.
Young,

Douglas Lee.

"Team performance as a function of task

structure and work structure."

Dissertations Abstracts

:nternational,

34 (7-3),

Purpose:

197-1 (Jan),

Vol.

3550

To evaluate the Dic.enson-Naylor model concepts

for triadic teams.
:ndependent variables:
redundancy,

Three task structures

zonplexity or organization);

(component

two task component

distributions (2-comcpnent or 3-component); 2 work interactions
(restricted or unrestricted) and 4 blocks of Z5 trials.
Sub 4 ects:

:O0 3 member teams

Hyvotheses :este:
:ask componean

A

Task structure will interact wi:h

Uistribu:ion;

3, Task structure will interact
50

Task-component distribution

and C)

with work interaction;

will interact with work interaction.
indicated limited support

Planned comparisons

.esulIts:

for the 3 hypotheses due to failure of

Ss to recognize the

relationship between their work and criterion
characterized

by organization.

ducted which implied
Fewetr,

T.

T.; O'Brien,

support
G.

of work organization,
ibility

E.;

Additional

in
tests

were con-

-or the model.
and Hornik,

leadership

J.

"The effects

st,,le and member compat-

upon the productivity of small groups working on a

manipulation

task."

Performance,

1.974,

?urnose:

Organizational
1.,

Behavior and Human

283-30!

T6 vary' svstematical'i

the cooperation recuiremen:

of work organizations wo that differences
could be analyzed

as a function of

cooperation and to investigate

in

productivity

the degree and type or

the interaction between work

organization member compatibility and leadership
in

their determination of

indenendent variables:
of

collaboration,

two

coacting
th.

(each

Two levels of coordi.nation,
levels of

individual worklJ

only one to work on it.)

zoordination

leadership

mIode.s

I'

two levels

style and two

Task orzanizaticn

on I model at a time and
Task orqanization.:

(each member was responsible for a oar:ioular

iection of the model collaboration

style

grout productivity.

levels of group member compatibility.

was

the task

assembl:

Igro":p worked

'Ins"ruc:ed

line style).

Task

....

together ,n each stage,

at a time).

Task organJizatioln

-:

:fi:e
•r-

dination - collaboration

(models constructe,

time with all members working together.)

one at a'

Leadership style:

Two weeks before the experimenLal sessions Ss given Fiedler's
LPC scale and Schutz's FTRO-B scales.
leaders with either high LPC 'cores
scores (mean 33.75).

Groups were assigned
(mean 82.69)

or low LC

Compatile groups were constructed

by using the results cf Schutz's FIRO-B scales.
Subiects:

96 undergraduate students divided into 36

3-person

all male or all female groups.
Tasks:

Construction of as many molecular models as possible

during a 40 minute work period.
each independent.

Models consist of 3 sections,

Each section required the same number of

,oins between atoms and connecting pieces.
Measures:

A unit of productivity used as a quantity measure

was the Join.

There are xistv ioins on the completed model.

Errors were counted for a)
b) improper alignment;

the use of a wrong component;

c) a ball in the base which failed to

touch a flat surface and d) a -all in the top -hich failed
to touch a flat surface when the model was inverted.
Results:

There were no significant differences in auality.

The only significant effects in quantity are t:e main ?ffects
:or collaboration,
of

for compaticilitv and for the interaction

coordination and collaboranion.

Imposing t>le coordi-

nation requirement increased

ý:,e already significant di::erenceb

between :he collaboration v-

-ncollaboraticn

though the zoordination

-roun-

id

not per:or-

zrouos even
significantiy

better than the c~acting group and the coordination-collaboration

groups did, not perform significantly worse than the collaboration
groups.
The work organization of a group significantly

Discussion:

affects p-oductivity.
a

4naor

Group task organization accounts

portion of the variance

for

in the productivity scores

while leadership style and member corupatibility account for
:t was expected

a relatively small portion of tne variance.

that compatibility would interact with work organization but
this hvyothesis was not suppor:ed.

The significant

effects for comvatibilityi indicated

.ain

that compatible groups

lid tend to have higher productivity than incompatible groups.
Lord,

"Group performance as a function of leadership

R. G.

behavior and task structure."
:975 (June),

ternaticnal,

Dissertations Abstracts :n-

Vol 35 (:2-3') :t ', 6135

To operationally define leadership behavior in a

?uroose:

manner consistent over task and to attempt to systematically
and theoretically classify task°.
Twelve generai leadership functions were

Discussion:
identified:

1) developing orientation and aeainiag a problem.

2) facilitating information exchange;
evaluation and analysis;
solutions;

6)

9) enhancing task

-ver

tocivarion;

oordinating

10)

fulfil-ing

ii, reducing or a:oiding conflct;

developing a positive 3:mosphere.

:hese leadershio

7z

3) remcv4ng barriers and providing

non-:ask needs of members;
and !2)

5) prop osin-

developing plans;

initiating required behavior,

or directing behavior;
resources;

4)

3) facilitating

The relation cf

functions to .'erformance was inves:igated

2ask• wnlch :aried in scr..ture.

A cur'.:.near

re-

33

°'4

/

lationship occured with leader.Liip orientat,'n development and
evaluation facilitation negati..edl:

related to performance

on tasks of high and low structure buL positively related on
Factors affecting the production

moderately structured tasks.

of leadership behavior were discussed but the nature of
tasks and productiv:it
KanE..ar,

wer noc included.

S. and Neelakantan,

P.

"'roup performance as a function

of group type and group compoii:ion."
Social ?sv:c

lo~",

1976,

6(3),

Euronean zournal of

381-385

?'rpose:
To test the hypothesis:
The difference on errors
between heterogeneous nominal groups and heterogeneous real
groups should be greater than :he difference between homogeneous nominal groups and hor~ogeneous real groups.

(Hetero-

or homogeneous on competency.)
Tndependent variable:
group composition

Grouz t:-:e (nominal vs real) and

(High abilit.y, high/low ability,

low ability.)

Ability determined by oresrests. Extreme groups were composed
of those selected frcm the highest high pretest - lowest low
?retest scores.

Sublects

students from an English medium girls'

school:
Tasks:

high

60 two member groups.
To construct words out of a set of 12 letters.

groups wor~ed cooverativelv as a team to correct,

Real

diszuss and

consult with each other on any 7atter suchi as spelling
or admiss

.il4:t of words.

:ominal groups were formed of

individuals working alone and tjoling solutions after e

i-n:-

nating juplicates.
:*-easures:
ivciduua.

Solutions

words :zr-e'); group interactions and

ve:oa izatizns.
3-N

A.NOVA indicated a sinificant main effect of extrem.tv

Results:

of scores with extreme groups producing more words than
moderate groups.

There was a .:eak interaction between group

composition and extremity of scores.

The largest difference

on errors was between extreme HL nominal groups and extreme
HL real groups.

The predicted main effect of group com-

position did not materialize.
Hackman,

J.

R.; 3rousseau,

K. R. and Weiss,

J. A. "The inter-

action of task design and group performance strategies in
determining group effectiveness."
and Human Performance,
?urpose:

1976,

16,

Organizational Behavior
350-365

An experimental test of propositions about how

group effectiveness can be imoroved with normative intervention into the process members use to select and implement
their task-performance strategies.

The study examines the

consequences of strategy discussions for outcomes such asthq quality of interpersonal relationships and attitudes
of group members about the group experience.
Tndevendent variables:

Task zonditions:

Eaual information

cor.dition - all members had all informati)n and could make
individual decisions without an' task-relevant interaction
with other group members.

Unequal information condition -

complete information was not :rovided to any one member of
the group:

coordination and information sharing were

necessary to :ertorm e:fectiviv.
Strategy;:

Orouo orocess

4onci:::ns:

group asked :o spend 5 minutes in emnlicit dis-.

zussion of what the'., ;ere :rv;

to achie-FE,

needed to know and hcw :to wor-, :cgether mct:
53

what

they

erfecti':elv

Anti-strategy:

groups were asked not to "waste time" in

unnecessary discussion of proclure.

Control group:

no

instructions.
Subjects:

144 paid male undergraduates,

fessional students,
Tasks:

graduate and pro-

dividec into 4 man groups.

To assemble various eicctrical components from

"order lists".

Groups were told to maximize the dollar

worth of component produced.

Groups could choose which

components to make and how to carry out the assembly process.
Measures:

Gross performance was the total dollar productivity

computed by multiplying the dollar value for each type of
component by the number of that type of component completed.
Net performance computed the same way as gross performance
but only for components which met preestablished quality
standards.

Strategy planning act vitv:

observational measuras

by trained observers and questionnaire completed by Ss.
Grouo orocess and member reactions:

responses to questionnaire

averaged across group members.
Results:

Strong suppor: for :he hypothesis:

Discussions of

strategy rarely occur spontaneously in task-oriented groups
but such discu 3ions can be fostered by normative inter*vention.

Hypothesis:

Under unequal information task con-

ditions strategy group will be more productive than other
groups while under the equal information condition the antistrategy group will be more productive:

Supported.

Strategy

intervention- roups showed hi.:,er flexibilit%' in 3oproach to
task but more confusion about :,jw to proceed.
members experienced more task •nd
than other groups.

Those grou:

interpersonal problems

Lord,

"Group performance as a function of leadership

R. B.

roward an explanatory theory."

behavior and task structure:

Organizational Behavior and Human Performance,
Purpose:

1976,

17,

76-96

To develop a cognitively based theory specifying

the relations among task structure, leadership behavior and
group performance.
Indeoendent

variables:

Degree of structure of

to dimensions definea by Shaw,
Subjects:

task (ac~irding

1963.)

74 females and 70 males re'cruited from und rgraduate

classes and the university-associated community,
5 person groups.

divided into

92% of the groups were mixed sex, 4% all

male and 4% all female.
Tasks:

Two sets of tasks were used.

Each set was performed

15 groups and consisted of 3 tasks whi-.h varied in
1.
of

structure,

or ciphers.

Task I involved

degree

solving 3 short cryptograms

Groups were instructed to work together.

involved imagining the group was a work team 'hich
manufacture products by operating 5 machines.
presented a table of operating
machines and an indication of

Task 2

was to

They wire

:imes for each member on the
aachine preference.

was to allocate men to machines

The task

to minimize performance

time

and satisfy preferences of operators.

Task 3 involved

moving matches around a circle subject

to several constraint3.

Task 4 was a double classification task which required
arrangement

of 16 cards according to 2 concepts which had to

be discovered.

Task 5 require,

the group to evaluate

accept or reject a c:ntroversJi.
recuired

:he

the

3rcup :o evaluate

that rigorcus and dangeci •"i:arv
57

value statement.
.

and either

Task 6

theme which maintaineI
training was beneficial

C

..

•

to Japanese society.
Measures:

Task I wds measured by the number of crypts

correctly solved.

Task 2 measured in terms of production

time for the solution they adopted.

Task 3 was measured by

the number of matches correctly placed.
the aumber of cards properly arranged.
reasons supporting their conclusion.
arguments listed.

Task 4 measured oy
Task 5 by the number of

Task 6 by the number of

Leadership was conceptualized as behavior

fulfilling functions demanded by a task rather than the behavior of a designated individual.

A system for coding

leadership behavior corresponding to a set of leadership
functions was developed.
Results:

The goal was to delinate mechanisms accounting

for the effects of cask structure on (leadership) behavior
andfor the interactive effects of task structure and behavior

on performance.

Task structure could explain 27 and 28% of

the between task differences in the leadership behaviors of
developing orientation on the individual and group levels,
respectively.

The dimension of task structure is an important

component of the behavioral consequences attributable to
differences among tasks.

The zorrelation between performance

and the number of behaviors related to developing orientation
was highly dependent on the particular cask and was a
curvilinear function of task scructure.

The correlation was

positive for moderately structured tasks; negative for
higher or lower scructured tasks.
Seta, .. J.; ?aulus,

P.

3. and Sc:,iwade,

J. K.

"Effeccs

or

group size and proximit.! tinder _ooperative and competitive
condi:ions."

Journal of ?ersc._ýlit.

38

and Social ?svcholo-:,

1976,

36I(),

Purpose:

47-53

To investigate the effects of group size under

conditions in which cthers aere

a potential source

or arousal induction or reduction.
Independent variables:

Group size (2 or 4)

set (competition or cooperation:

and instructional

individual compared to

individual or group to o:her groups)
Sublects:

63 introductory psychology Rtudents arranged into

same-sex groups of either 2 or 4 with a total of 24 groups;
all conditions contained 8 males and 8 females.
Tasks:

novel learning and recall of a list

consisting of

20 words representing an ordinary deck of cards.
were given 1 minute to memorize the list

Subjects

and 2 minutes to

recall as many words as possible.
Measurements:
Results:

The correct number of wiords recalled.

Within the cooperative condition the large groups

Ss recalled more words than those in the small groups
while in the competitive condition the small groups Ss recalled
more.

On a novel learning task Ss can perform better in

large groups when cooperating but better in small when competing.

Results were also discussed in terms of crowding

effects.

It

is suggested that individuals that are confined

with similar others may feel less threatened and less
aroused if

they were confined w;ith others of dissimilar

attitudes,

beliefs,

Shaw,

M. E. and Ashcon,

on disjunc:i've tasks'

or abilities.
".

"Do assembly bonus effects occur

A test cf Steiner's theorv."

of the Psychonomic Societ.y,

!76,
39

8, 469-'71

2u1letin

Tas.s :

To examine the possibility of "assembly bonus

P,:r~ose:

effects" (the inputs of one group member can stimulate
other members and produce new ideas and innovative responr.es
so that the net outcome is an increase in the effectiveness of a group)

for disjunctive tasks.

Independent variables:

indiviaual vs group problem solving,

male and female subjects, 2 levels of task difficulty and
2 task order.

Task difficulty involved repeated measures:

individuals and groups attempted both easy and difficult tasks
in counterbalanced order.
Subjects:

Forty

males and forty females drawn from under-

graduates courses in psychology,
individual or 3 person,
Tasks:

randomly assigned to

same-sex groups.

crossword puzzles selectdd to vary in difficulty.

The goal was to identify a single entry.

The task is

similar

to the horse-trading problems cited by Steiner as an example
of a disjunctive task.

A disJuctive task is one that requires

an either-or decision or a choice among alternatives.
Measures:

A record w*!s kept of whether or not the task was

successfully completed,

how long it

took to complete it

and how many wrong answers were submitted before the correct
solution was found or the time

4imit

expired.

3A filled

out a short questiot.naire probing their reaction to the task
and their experience with cross;ord puzzles.
Results:

There was no significant difference between

observed and predicted group performance on either task.
The ratio of ac:ual perfornancý to predicted perfor.ance
•7as greater -:r the nore

:ifftlt
60

task.

Experiment II replicated Experiment I using more difficult
tasks:

All subjects were male college students.

Results:

No significant differ.ýnce was found between ob-

served and predicted performance on the less difficult
task;

groups performed significantly better on the more

difficult task than predicted on the basis of individual
performance.

This finding is

consistent with the hypothesis

that assembly bonus effects may occur in groups and contrary
to Steiner's prediction that group performance will not
exceed the potential expected on the basis of the most
competent group member.

Both faulty group processes and

assembly bonus effects contribute to group performance on
disjunctive tasks.
Goldman,

M.; Stockbauer,

J. W. and McAuliffe,

T.

1.

"inter-

group and Intragroup competition and cooperation."
of Experimental Social Psychology,
Puroose:

1977,

13,

zaurnal

81-88

To examine the effects on group performance and

evaluation of intergroup competition or cooperation,
iur
-"

-nd task means-ir.:nrdependence.

indenendent variables:

Two levels of intergroup relation-

ship (competition or cooperation),
group relationship

intragroup

two levels :f intra-

(competition or cooperation) and two

levels of task means-interdependence
in the low means interdependence (U-I)

(low and high).

treatment were told

to write their words as soon as they thought of them.
the highi means interdependence (.I)

Sub'ects

Ss in

treatment were told

:he- had to allow -5 seconds far the other nember to vrite
a word.

.f -5 seconds elanseQ and :he 2nd team member could

not :hink of a wcrd, eizher m=.:Der could write :-e next word.

6..

..

.'

Intergroup :ompetition:
other lost.

two teams competed

Intergroup cooperation:

/

-

. .

if

one won,

the

two teams would cooperate

dnd :heir combined performance was compared against a fixed
standard.

Intragroup competition: each member of the team

competed against his team members.

Intragroup cooperation:

two members of the team cooperate with each other and their
combined individual performance would be compared with a
fixed standard.

Ss were told only unique words (those listed

by fewer than 25% of the other groups) would count for score.
Subec:

128 male undergraduates enrolled in introductory

psychology.
Tasks:

Four subjects worked together in 2 dyadic teams.

Anagrams - to form as many words as possible from

the key wurd presented.
Measures:

Dependent variables were group performance and

individual member feelings toward other members.

Winning

or losing were manipulated by means of the "unique" word
instruction and controlled so that each team and team member
won and lost twice.

Post cask questionnaire evaluated a

"tyPical student" and each of the team members by means of
ten bipolar,

7 category scales.

The "typical student"

ratings served as a base line measure for evaluating the
subsequent ratings.

The basic measure of member feelings

was defined as the difference between the base line and ech
subsequant set of ratings.
Results:

Each team completed four anagram :asks.

Cn. point

was allotted for each word and scores averaged over fcur

trials.

:n - out group evaluation:

Sach 3 `udzment aling

each of the :0 scales were sc-<ed I (favorable,
:avorabiej

and :he judz.ent

'-.

62

:7 "

iun-

raged to provide a s4ngle

evaluation for the person being rated.

In gi~oup evaluations

were obtained by averaging the difference scores for the two
team members ratings of each other.

Out group evaluations

were obtained by averaging the difference scores for the two
team members'

ratings of members of the other team.

ANOVA for evaluations of ingroup members were significantly
higher under intragroup cooperation than under intragroup
competition.

Evaluations of outgroup members were higher

under intergroup cooperation than under intergroup competition.
This latter effect was not significant nor were the effects
of other experimental variables.

Performance was higher

under LMI conditions than under HYL.I
conditions; a result
predictable due to procedure used.

The motive induced by

intragroup competition is greater than the motive induced by
intragroup cooperation.

Performance motive for inter group

cooperation was stronger. 'When groups are competing with one
another,

the relative importance of within group motives

appears small.

if groups are cooperating with one another,

:he effects of within,

coup motives seem to predominate.

Intragroup cooperatr;n is posi:Jvely related to performance of
a ?IMI task and :.-gatively related on a LMI task.

Inter-

group competition was not necessary to produce better :ngroup liking, nor were differential liking effects found
as a consequence of the means-:nterdecendence
Carlson,

J.

factor.

"The effect of leadErship style and leader position

power on zroup performance."

-issertation Abstracts :n-

ternaticnal,

3

?ur7ose:

'?7S
3.priD),

Vol

(10-A),

6100

"o examine the effecu of for-al and infornal :ower

sanc:izns used by educators.

e3

eI

Indenendent variable:
or weak

-

leader position power - strong, moderate,

as differentiated by Fiedler's LPC scale.
Students from frestiman psychology classes

Subject!:

structured and unstructured

Tasks:
Results:

Strong power favored low LPC leaders more than high LPC

and as power decreased,

high LC group performance increased.

(Not significant results for jroup performance)

High LPC

leaders performed significantly better than low LPC on unstructured task as power decreased.
Kabanoff,

B. and O'Brien,

"The effects of task type and

G. E.

Organizational

cooperation upon group products and performance."
Behavior and Human Performance,
Purpose:

23,

1979,

163-181

To investigate systematically the direct and

interactive effects of task t'.pe and group structure on the
characteristics

of group products and selected performance

dimensions.
Indeoendent variables:

"of collaboration,
two factors,

Two levels of coordination,

three levels of task type.

two levels

For the first

the absence of that type of cooperation constituted

the first level and its presence the second level.

The third

factor was a repeated measures with a production problemsolving and discussion type task representing each level.
Coordination:

each group memcer began work Dn one of the

tasks; after 13 minutes tasks ýere passed to another membeso that each member spent 15

uinutes on each :ask.

all group nembers worked togec::er on each task.
o3.a",or3a::n:
yv ;rcup;

7or the first .5 minutes,

':r remaining 30 mi.ices,

plan, T-aking passes every 10

the'.

iLnutes.

Collabcration:

Coordination and

tasks were discussed
followed :he cccrlinaticn

4/

/

72 paid undergraduace psychology students formed

Subjects:

into 24 3 person,
Tasks:

sexually homogeneous grouns.

Nirie tasks which have previously: been identifled

(Hackman,

1966)

as being distinctively( cognitive) production,
All tasks were high difficulty

problem-solving or discussion.
type.
Measures:

Group products rateý on 17 descriptive scales;

3 evaluatively oriented measures - adequacy,
0

•creativity

- were also used.

quality and

Two raters rated all products

on the descriptive scales using a 5-point Likert scale.
Three raters scored the evaluative dimensions on a 7-point
scale.
Results:

Task type was significantly related to A of 6

descriptive task characteristics.
were high in action orientation.
on originality.

Problem-solving tasks
Production tasks were high

Production and porblem-solving tasks were

rated as more creative than discussion tasks.

Collaboration

and coordination were related to 3 of 6 descriptive characteristics and all 3 evaluati,,e measures.
the larger influence,
in length.

accounting for 36% of the variance

Significant interaction between coordination and

collaboration in issue involv~ment,

/

Collaboration had

quality and creativity.

length,

adequacy,

There were 3 significant 2-way

interactions between structure and :ask -.-.e and signlficant
3-way interactions.
of group output.

The grouu :ask i' a ma4 or determinant

Collaboration

seems ineffecti.-e

:or I

task that requires aev'aluation Lf multiple soluticns

In..;en

no single ccrrect icluticn is zoecifiable.

Cocrdiinatec

Sitruc:ures

;ains :rom

rocduced -nore adec.:te -ut-uts.

15

coordination should be maximal when group members have nigh
ability.

?rocess los-ts Lend to be maximal with low abilitr:

members iii the group.

Ciordindcion and collaboration have

quite divergent implications and point to a need for more
sophisticated understanding of "cooperation."
Kabanoff,

3, and O'Brien,

G. E.

"Cooperation structure an. zhe

relationship of leader and member ability to group perforZournal of Aoolied Psv:cholog,

mance."
Puroosa:

1979,

64,

526-532

To examine experimentally :he moderatinq effects

of cooperation st.-ucture on the group ability/group production
relationship.
Indeoendent variable:
of collaboration,

Two levels of coordination,

two levels

two levels of leader ability and two levels

of subordinate ability.

Subordinates in each group were

always matzhed on ability.

Czilaboration is when group

members work simultaneously with each other on each aspect of
a task.

Coordination refers tL group members working on

sub-tasks.

""Subecrs;

1.& undergraduate .:udents

fromed into &, 3"persOn

groups
Tasks:

To produce as many relevaný ana novel ideas as :hev

could in response to three different creati':e oroýlemns.
Measurcs:

3efore participating all Ss completed a test of

verbal creativ.i:score.

?.,{ig

in abili=t

ability leaders ýnd subordinates were similar
as were low ability leaders and subordinates.

were scorec o.
nalli_: and

E6

and were assigned a composite :reativtv

2 rate.s o
s cotal
score

fl.itncy,

flexibili:-.' anord

5ta:::ed by 3um•in2

-asks
-

across al! ino:es.

Result.:

Coordinated structurs were significantly. more

productive than noncoordinatei

structures.

CoLlaboraticn

Groups wit- high ability

was inferior to non :ollaboracion.

leaders or subordinates were mere productive than groups
with low ability leaders or Zubordinates.

There was a

two-way interacti,:. between collaboration and

significa"-i

leader ability so that when collaboration was present,

the

ability of the group leader did not have a significant
effect on the group's performance,

but when absent,

groups

with high ability leaders were more creative than groups
with lcw ability leaders.

The creztivilty ability of gro,-p

members was a significant determinant of productivity; the
way in which members zooperatea

was as important a deter"inan"

of group Ferformance as member obility; and organization
significanrly modcrated the effecr of leader a' lity on
perform.ance.

7-a superiority of coordination may be due to

the stimulation ot miembers by others'

ideas without the

usual requirement of a high level of verbal interaction.
Norris,

D. R. and Niebuhr,

success."
?'.rnose:

R. E.

"G:oup variables and gaming

Simulation and ;ames,

1980,

11, 3C -312

To dete-rine the effeots of group cchesiveness on
in a mana~emenc 3ame and to examine the

grouoperformance

effects of voluntary vs assign~d group membership ,n

:he

-ohesiveness or the group.
:ndezenden: varia*:e:
team menbershi:.
assenoec te=s
n gro¶s

.oluntoriI',.r

assembled teams v3 assigned

Three hypctcses tested:
w

or,;ed

1) ".untori.

exn't --.-eater levels cf cohesiveness
vyassignmn'.t;

greater :znesiveness vil

2)

The groups exn.;ibit:n-

achz&,e higher levelis :1
-7

ame

:erf:r•-.anze

suczess; and 3) >.re will

game perorma-ne
sibiecti:

be no difference in

for-.ed or assigned teans.

e.een volu:;:arill

68 undergraduate sL.dents in a

bUSiness

policy

course formed into 14 voluntary groups and 4 assigned groups;
9 groups ',ad 4 members,

6 had 3 members,

2 had 5 members and I

;roup finished with 6 members
.ask:

The Executive 2ame - :t!e obiect of which is to maximize

the firm's RC- (return on owners'
Measures:

equi:y)

3roup cohesiveness was measured at the end of the

game by a modlfied version of a scale developed by Seashore (1954).
The criterion measure of group performance was :he RC
obtained by each group for their firm.
ReSu.:s:

?reaiminar-.' anai:'si4

differences oetween 7cluntary

revealed no sigm.nifant
and assigned groups which

would have influenced cohesiveness or performance.

Neither

cohesiveness nor performance mcasures were significantly
different between the two groups.
an't.

Performance was signifl-

correlated with cchesiveness.

Group cohesiveness may:

deveip over time as a result o- successful grcur performance.

:senberg,

D. S.

"Some effect.

structure and decision-making

.)f time-pressure on ver:ical
azcuracy in small groups."

lrzanizatifnal Behavior and HUman ?erforrnance,
?-.rpose:

1,

2,

I!9-124

-o further Zccument t:ne effects of tine-pressure on

:ertical s:r,:-zre and feisi~n-making accuracy

in smal.

z:uDs; :-texz:2re one :ossibiz explanation for :his -henomenon;
SexDjre :he effeots of ::mt-:ressure on decisicn-making

accurac.-.

.ndceendin,
group,

variables:

Time 6-igh, moderate and low);

n sted within time, and rank for each group member,

from most (1) to least (4)

communicative.

42 male and 30 female undergraduates formed into

Subiects:

18 graups of 4 each.
-asks:

A decision-making task. "Search f,-r Oil",

from Fosmire's VOCOM task (Fosmire,

1970).

adapted

The object is

to make as Much money as possible by making accurate recommendations and suffering a penalty for errors.

Both quantity

and accuracy are rewarded.

"Measure:

Decision-making accuracy was assessed by a number
# of finds,

of related indices:

4 of mistakes,

frequency: of

hits and misses and 2 indices of efficiency (hits - misses)/
Two observers assessed the amount of

(hits - misses).
com.municaticn.

Sociometric ratings were collected,

2 7-point scales.

using

Group process varialbes assessed by 6

7-ooint scales and how the time manipulation affected members.
Self report scales assessed leadership,
output,

satisfaction with

satisfaction with the way the group functioned,

pleasantness of task,
Results:

amount cf stress aid :ime sufficience.

As time-pressure increased,

merlers experienced

the task as less pleasant and more stres;ft.. while cor'nuniFor this t.,s-i,

cation frequency increased.

.as aversive and stimulated communication.

high time pressure
Predictions

stating :hat increased time-pressure leads to unequal sharing
of air tine (ver:ical scructuri;g,

refle ti.ng an increased

Jiferentiation amcng 7embers)

inctasec' racing

ship -ere

supported.

Unequal

-nd

_-;.aring cf s.eaUing tlme

is accompanied I•: lack of attr_.-_ion when
69

:fleader-

:.ere is no :ime

not true tor high time pressure con-

this is

pressure,

but

di-ions.

Decis±on-accuracy variables were analyzed

linear and quadratic

for.

trends betn of which were significant

for the number of hits.
showed both a linear

The focal number of decisions made

ard quadratic

trend.

No measure of

efficiency showed significaot effects of time pressure.
increase
and

I

i.n time pressure

increased arousal.,

point has a detrimental

increased comn.unlcaticn

increase

in arousal

-*

frequency

above a certain

effecc.

I

ii

I-
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